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ABSTRACT

Alongside acoustic information, linguistic features based on
speech transcripts have been proven useful in Speech Emo-
tion Recognition (SER). However, due to the scarcity of
emotion labelled data and the difficulty of recognizing emo-
tional speech, it is hard to obtain reliable linguistic features
and models in this research area. In this paper, we propose
to fuse Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) outputs into
the pipeline for joint training SER. The relationship between
ASR and SER is understudied, and it is unclear what and
how ASR features benefit SER. By examining various ASR
outputs and fusion methods, our experiments show that in
joint ASR-SER training, incorporating both ASR hidden and
text output using a hierarchical co-attention fusion approach
improves the SER performance the most. On the IEMOCAP
corpus, our approach achieves 63.4% weighted accuracy,
which is close to the baseline results achieved by combining
ground-truth transcripts. In addition, we also present novel
word error rate analysis on IEMOCAP and layer-difference
analysis of the Wav2vec 2.0 model to better understand the
relationship between ASR and SER.

Index Terms— Speech emotion recognition, Automatic
speech recognition, Multi-task learning, Wav2vec 2.0

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the rapid development of SER, its use in the wild re-
mains difficult, due in part to the variability and vulnerabil-
ity of human speech. To address this issue, researchers have
proposed combining linguistic (i.e. transcript-derived) and
acoustic information to improve the stability of SER. Tradi-
tional feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion, as well
as the current tensor-level fusion trend, are widely used [1].
Furthermore, many researchers have also compared the per-
formance of various fusion methods [2]. All of these works
demonstrated the utility of combining linguistic information
in SER.

Nonetheless, there is limited reliable text information in
this area, particularly in real-life SER. First, when compared
to ASR, the corpora sizes for SER are relatively small. For ex-
ample, the popular IEMOCAP [3] only has about 12 hours of

speech, whereas LibriSpeech [4] has about 1,000 hours. SER
models built on such limited sized corpora don’t generalize
well to out-of-domain speech. Second, while previous studies
proposed using ASR to generate transcripts for SER [5], ASR
on emotional speech can often result in relatively high error
rates. Previous research has shown that emotion in speech
degrades ASR performance, with emotional speech assumed
to be a distortion of neutral speech [6]. However, with the
advancement of deep learning technologies, transfer learning
for SER from ASR and joint training of ASR and SER have
recently emerged [7, 8]. Nevertheless, the relationship be-
tween ASR and SER is still poorly studied, particularly what
and how ASR features can benefit SER.

In this paper, we investigate various ASR outputs and
fusion methods for a joint ASR-SER training model. We
analyze the Word Error Rate (WER) on IEMOCAP using
Wav2vec 2.0 (W2V2), elucidating the reasons why ASR fails
on emotional speech, which has not previously been reported.
We also compare four ASR outputs from W2V2 and three
fusion methods, and find that our proposed hierarchical co-
attention fusion achieves 63.4% Weighted Accuracy (WA),
comparable performance to the baseline result using ground-
truth transcripts.

2. RELATED WORK

The relationship between ASR and SER is an important but
understudied topic. Although both tasks use speech signals as
input, ASR works more at the frame level, whereas SER rec-
ognizes emotion on larger timescales. Previous work [9] has
demonstrated that features from the initial layers of both ASR
and SER tasks are transferable and that the relevance of fea-
tures gradually fades through deep layers. However, ASR fea-
tures closer to the audio modality can outperform those closer
to the text modality for arousal prediction and vice versa for
valence prediction [10].

These findings suggest it is possible to use transfer learn-
ing for SER from ASR. For example, [11] used hidden layer
output from a pre-trained ASR model as linguistic features
for SER and obtained promising results. Similarly, [8] used
a single W2V2 model for both ASR and SER tasks and
achieved State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) performance on 10-fold



Cross-Validation (CV). However, gaps remain on founda-
tional issues such as whether WER varies with emotion type,
and where ASR features should enter SER models. In this
paper, we build on this line of work, conducting new analyses
on WER, ASR outputs, and fusion methods, with the goal of
understanding how to best bring ASR into SER research.

3. EXPERIMENT PREPARATION AND
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

3.1. Corpus and ASR Model

In these experiments, we use the IEMOCAP corpus [3] as
it is widely used in SER research. It consists of five dyadic
sessions with ten actors, each with a scripted and improvised
multimodal interaction. The corpus contains approximately
12 hours of speech that has been annotated by three annotators
using ten emotion classes. We combine happy and excited,
and use four categories: angry, happy, neutral, and sad, based
on prior research [12] . We removed utterances that did not
have transcripts, bringing the total number of utterances used
in this study to 5500.

We use the well-known W2V2 model [13] for the ASR
model. W2V2 is a self-supervised learning framework com-
posed of three major components: a CNN-based local en-
coder that extracts a sequence of embeddings from raw au-
dio as latent representation, a Transformer network for con-
text representation, and a quantization module for discretiza-
tion. In this paper, we use the “Wav2vec2-base-960h” model,
which has been fine-tuned using 960 hours of Librispeech.

3.2. Preliminary Analysis of WER

We calculate the WER on IEMOCAP to investigate the types
of errors that occur in emotional speech (Table 1). Surpris-
ingly, we see that the neutral WER is the second highest–
we would expect WER for neutral speech to be the lowest as
the least emotionally ‘distorted’. Furthermore, while Angry
and Happy can have similarly variable prosodic characteris-
tics (high f0 and intensity) [14] , Angry has the lowest WER
while Happy has the highest. To determine the reasons for
this, we conducted a word count analysis. The results in Ta-
ble 1 show that emotion classes with low WER typically have
a low ratio of short utterances (word count less than 10). The
fact that neutral speech is less prosodically variable may be
the reason it has a lower WER than happy, even though its
short utterances rate is the highest.

In fact, we calculated the WER based on the number of
words, and found that the shorter the utterance, the higher
the WER (see Table 2). This finding contradicts a previous
finding that longer utterances are more likely to have higher
error rates [5]. This may be due to the fact that, when us-
ing W2V2, longer utterances contain more contextual infor-
mation that the ASR can use to compensate for the negative
effects of emotion. However, short utterances, and similarly

Table 1. WER and word count analysis results. Utter is the
number of utterances of each emotion class, and Short% is
the ratio of short utterances.

Ang Hap Neu Sad Overall

WER 22.8% 38.9% 36.3% 29.5% 32.7%

Utter 1103 1615 1704 1078 5500

Short% 44.8% 55.7% 60.5% 52.7%

Table 2. WER according to different number of words N.

N Ang Hap Neu Sad Overall

≤ 10 26.5% 54.8% 48.4% 47.2% 46.4%

11-20 21.8% 37.5% 36.1% 30.4% 32.2%

21-30 21.4% 31.0% 27.2% 22.6% 26.3%

≥ 30 20.9% 31.0% 26.1% 20.1% 25.0%

disfluencies, are clearly very important in understanding af-
fect in spoken dialogues [15]. We hope that this preliminary
analysis and novel findings will aid future ASR-SER research,
by motivating the joint training to potentially learn these sorts
of complex interactions.

4. METHOD

4.1. Feature Extraction and Encodings

In our model, the raw audio time-series is encoded by the
W2V2 model (for ASR), and separately as MFCCs (for SER).
On the ASR path, the W2V2 representations are then decoded
to text by a word-level Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) decoder. Both the hidden state output and the text are
extracted. A BERT model [16] is then used to extract linguis-
tic features from text output. On the SER path, a max pooling
with kernel size 2 is conducted on the MFCC features to ob-
tain an acoustic representation.

The ASR hidden output (short for hidden layer output),
text output, and pooled MFCCs, are then encoded using 2-
layer Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM)
networks. Each layer contains 32 hidden units followed by a
dropout with probability of 0.5. A self-attention layer with 16
heads and 64 nodes is applied on the output of the Bi-LSTM,
which generates a fixed-length vector as the feature encoding.

4.2. Feature Fusion and Emotion Output

We fuse the three encodings from the self-attention layer to
produce a final vector for emotion classification. We com-
pared three fusion methods (Fig. 1): (a) concatenation, (b)
concatenation with co-attention fusion, and (c) our proposed
hierarchical co-attention fusion. The co-attention mechanism



Fig. 1. Proposed model with different fusion methods.

[17] concatenates two hidden-state vectors which exchange
key-value pairs in self-attention, allowing features from one
input channel to be incorporated into the other:

HC = Concat(HC1
, HC2

) (1)

HCi =MultiHead(QA,KB , VB)W
O (2)

= Concat(head1, ..., headn) (3)

headi = Attention(QAW
Q
i ,KBW

K
i , VBW

V
i ) (4)

whereWO,WQ
i ,WK

i , andWV
i are trainable parameters. QA

represents the query from one input channel, while KB and
VB represent the key and value from the other. The value of
n is 16, and HC denotes the final concatenated hidden states
of co-attention.

Hierarchical approaches for emotion recognition have
proved useful in fusing different-level or different-type of fea-
tures in previous works [18]. Inspired by these works and the
hierarchical characteristics of speech [19], we propose to fuse
the input features from low to high level in a hierarchical man-
ner using co-attention. Because MFCC features are extracted
within frames, W2V2 features contain within-utterance con-
text, and BERT features can learn cross-sentence context, we
refer to them as frame-level, utterance-level, and dialog-level
respectively, and hierarchically fuse them in this order to gen-
erate a fixed-length vector. This is passed to a fully connected
output layer with Softmax activation function to generate the
probability distributions over emotion classes.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The model is optimized by the multi-task loss function:

L = λLASR + (1− λ)LSER, (5)

where LASR and LSER are the losses for ASR and SER, re-
spectively. We set λ to 0.2, and use cross-entropy as the loss
function. We use the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of
10−4 and decay rate of 10−5. The gradients are clipped with
a threshold of 5.0. The batch size is set to 20, and the number
of epochs is limited to 100. We perform 5-fold CV and use
WA to assess the performance.

The experiment results are shown in Table 3. Here, we
present (1) the ground-truth model incorporating human tran-
scripts in the SER model (i.e. no ASR); results of including
(2) ASR hidden output or (3) text output; (4) the results of our
proposed full model. We used the middle layer ASR output
from W2V2 model because of its highest WA (see Table 4).

As expected, the ground-truth model achieves the best
performance as the ASR outputs contain recognition errors.
Both ASR hidden output and text output help improve the
SER performance over the acoustic features, although the dif-
ference is small. In general, the performance of co-attention
fusion outperforms that of concatenation. It appears that the
relatedness of two input channels is learned by attention. We
also see that when using ground-truth transcripts, co-attention
improves performance more than when using ASR outputs. It
is plausible because the incorrectly recognized ASR features
may have little or no relatedness to acoustic features, reduc-
ing the effectiveness of attention. Finally, our proposed ap-



Table 3. Performance comparison of using different models, features and fusion methods.

Model Feature Fusion approach WA

SER (baseline) Acoustic + Ground-truth transcripts Concatenation 63.5%
Co-attention 64.9%

ASR-SER Acoustic + Hidden output (middle layer) Concatenation 58.7%
Co-attention 59.1%

ASR-SER Acoustic + Text output Concatenation 59.4%
Co-attention 60.3%

ASR-SER Acoustic + Hidden output (middle layer) + Text output Concatenation 62.2%
Co-attention 62.9%
Hierarchical co-attention 63.4%

Table 4. Layer-difference analysis results.

Model Feature WA

SER (baseline) Acoustic 51.4%
Ground-truth transcripts 60.0%

ASR-SER Hidden output (first layer) 45.6%
Hidden output (middle layer) 46.1%
Hidden output (final layer) 42.0%
Text output 47.7%

proach: the joint ASR-SER model incorporating both ASR
hidden output and text output using hierarchical co-attention
achieves 63.4% WA, which is nearly the same as the ground-
truth transcript concatenation result and only 1.5% less than
the ground-truth co-attention result. This indicates that hier-
archical fusion can help ameliorate ASR errors.

We conducted a layer-difference analysis study to deter-
mine which W2V2 layer contributes the most to the SER task.
[20] examined the layer-specific information in W2V2 inter-
mediate speech representations and found that various acous-
tic and linguistic properties are encoded in different layers.
As such, we compared the hidden-state outputs from the first
layer (initial embeddings), middle layer, and final layer and
found a surprising difference in SER performance. Table 4
shows that the WA of using the hidden outputs from first
and middle layers are close, but decreases significantly when
using the final layer. Furthermore, we discovered that the
text output outperforms the hidden outputs, which contradicts
prior assertions that “ASR features can be more robust than
the text output of ASR” [11]. This difference may be specific
to W2V2 and requires further investigation, which we leave
for future work.

We present previous works that also use ASR outputs in
SER, but note that due to variation in experimental setup, re-
sults are not directly comparable. [21] used the Google Cloud
Speech API to generate transcripts that were then fused with
MFCCs for SER. They achieved 69.1% WA, likely due to

their low WER (5.53%). [5] concatenated GloVe features
obtained from Wit.ai API text transcription with acoustic fea-
tures, obtaining a 62.9% Unweighted Accuracy (UA) using an
LSTM based model. [11] jointly trained ASR-SER using log
mel-scale filter bank outputs and decoder outputs from a pre-
trained ASR model, and achieved 68.6% WA. [8] used a sin-
gle W2V2 as the training model for both ASR and SER rather
than separating two tasks, and used 10-fold CV, which usu-
ally yields better results than 5-fold; [7] carefully fine-tuned
the pre-trained ASR model on IEMOCAP before transferring
the ASR features for SER. Note that since our goal is to an-
alyze potential role of ASR in ASR-SER rather than achieve
the SOTA performance, we did not focus on fine-tuning the
model and parameters, but we expect that the performance of
our model can be further improved by parameter tuning.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a joint ASR-SER training model that
incorporates both ASR hidden output and text output using a
hierarchical co-attention fusion approach. On IEMOCAP, it
achieves 63.4% WA, which is comparable to the ground-truth
transcript model. By conducting WER analysis, we demon-
strate situations where ASR can fail on emotional speech.
We hope that the findings, which have not previously been
reported can contribute to understanding the ASR-SER rela-
tionship. In our future work, we will conduct detailed layer-
wise analysis to understand what meanings the intermediate
representations represent as the W2V2 layer becomes deeper.
We will also try character-level or hybrid CTC decoders to
solve the language model mismatch problem.
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